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This is an actual photograph of a sign Stan saw at the Sheraton Music City
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just doesn’t seem very appetizing. Maybe its just me.
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2000-2001
Reeling In The Years
by Gödel Escherbach

2000

T

he new year started slowly in
Durant. Stan was teaching
four classes (Aviation
Administration, Aviation Legal
Problems, Aviation History and
Contemporary Topics) and Gisele
was still working at the dialysis unit
in Texas. Gisele tried to keep one of
her New Years resolutions and
bought a treadmill. On January 15th
Stan and Gisele drove to the Sears
in Sherman, Texas to fetch it. Since
the treadmill would not fit in either
of their cars Stan once again had to
borrow a pickup truck. Since Stan’s
co-worker Kyle needed gas in his
truck he was more than happy to
loan it to him. Stan and Gisele
managed to manhandle the contraption into its new home, the “exercise room,” without serious injury.
No sooner had classes begun at
SOSU than they stopped for three
days! A winter storm deposited a

deep blanket of
snow on the
Texoma region and
the school cancelled
classes. As luck
would have it,
Gisele managed to
miss all the fun. She
had cleverly
planned to be in warm, sunny San
Antonio for the American Nurse
Nephrologist Association convention. What planning! So Stan stayed
at home with the cats, cold and
lonely.
Valentine’s day was far from
romantic for the kids. Gisele spent
most of the day puking into a trash
can at her bedside. Gisele woke up
and immediately began to feel
dizzy. She quickly became nauseated and any motion would cause
vertigo and send her into spasms of
vomiting. Stan found this all very
romantic. After staying in bed all of
Valentine’s day Gisele felt tired but
much better the following day.
Although they didn’t know it at the
time, this was not to be Gisele’s last
encounter with vertigo. After
several months of periodic episodes
of vertigo Gisele was diagnosed as
having Meniere’s disease.
Meniere’s disease is characterized
by a problem with the inner ear
which causes the victim to feel
dizzy and disoriented. This disorientation can quickly lead to feelings

of nausea.
March was considerably more
romantic than February. On 28
March Stan and Gisele celebrated
the tenth anniversary of their meeting in Saudi Arabia. As loyal
readers may recall, Stan met Gisele
at a chili tasting contest at the 520
Compound in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Go West Young Man!
May was a busy month for the
kids. In early May Stan attended the
Free Inquiry convention in Los
Angeles and in mid-May Gisele
spent 10 days in Canada. Stan
planned to leave the Dallas-Love
Flugplatz on 3 May aboard the new
Legend airlines. Legend had just
started flying in March and offered
first class accommodations at coach
fares to LA. Legend was flying DC9 aircraft with only 56 first class
seats. This arrangement was get
around the strictures of the Wright
Amendment which prohibits direct
flights from Love Field to any
destination other than the states
immediately surrounding Texas in
aircraft having more than 56 seats.
This law was originally crafted to
protect the brand new Dallas/Fort
Worth International Airport from
competition. Unfortunately, it
means that airlines like Southwest
cannot fly directly from DallasLove to Kansas City or Chicago or
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building. Unfortunately, there were
a frighteningly large number of
multi-lane highways between Stan
and his hotel and he had originally
planned on walking. After several
humiliatingly failed attempts to
cross the busy highways at night
whilst carrying several large bags
Stan wisely desisted from his folly.
He returned to the safety of the
terminal and awaited the promised
yet seemingly absent hotel shuttle.
After fifteen more minutes of waiting
Stan finally made it to the Wyndham
and checked it.
Stan had planned on arriving
early in LA so he could visit his old
college pals Dave and Karin Hubah
and their illustrious children Danusia and PJ. Danusia, as some longtime readers may recall, is Stan’s
Goddaughter. Stan is getting so old
that he actually remembers when
she was born back when Stan and
Dave were undergraduate students
at the University of Maryland. Now,
the Goddaughter is in college

and Autopilot problems so they
wisely elected to return to Dallas.
Since Legend only had about half-adozen aircraft at the time there was
no spare aircraft to carry the eight
passengers to Los Angeles. All
eight were unceremoniously placed
in a van and driven to Dallas/Fort
Worth International to catch a
National Airlines 757 to LA. Unfortunately, what they didn’t immediately mention was that the flight
would layover in Las Vegas
(National’s home) for two hours
before continuing on to LA! Instead
of arriving in LA in the late afternoon Stan arrived at about midnight
local time.
Stan and the rest of the Legend
The late Steve Allen spoke at the Free refugees finally arrived at LAX well
Inquiry conference in Los Angeles, as after 10:00 PM. After collecting his
Dr. Paul Kurtz looks on.
baggage (which also managed to
make it to LAX) Stan made his first
Los Angeles. Legend got around this attempt to reach the Wyndham
by staying within the 56 seat limit set Hotel. The Wyndham is just down
forth in the Wright Amendment.
the street from LAX and Stan could
As I said, Stan planned to leave easily see the sign atop the 20 story
on the third from Dallas on Legend.
After arriving at the palatial new
Legend terminal and enjoying the
complimentary beverages Stan
learned that the flight would be
delayed due to equipment problems.
Stan watched some of the technicians attach test equipment to the
DC-9’s pitot tubes, so he surmised
that it must be an instrument problem. After several hours of delay
the flight finally departed. As the
cabin crew began the meal service
for all eight passengers aboard the
aircraft Stan noticed something
awry. The tiny airplane on the little
TV map on each seat back was
Dr. Jill Tarter also spoke at the Free Inquiry conference. The main character in the
turning around and going back to
movie “Contact,” Dr. Ellie Arroway (played by Jodie Foster) was loosly based
Dallas!
It turned out that the aircraft was on Dr. Tarter who is a radio-astronomer. She is also director of Project Phoenix, a program attempting to detect signs of intelligent extra-terrestrial life.
not quite fixed. The crew was still
(Check out their web page at: http://www.seti-inst.edu/phoenix/contact.html)
experiencing Air Data Computer
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herself and is studying in Europe
this year. [About the only thing
stranger than that is the fact that
Stan has actually been allowed to
teach at an accredited university!
Ed.] Since Stan arrived so late he hit
the rack and shifted to plan B.
Since Dave and Karin would be at
work all day Stan decided to rent a car
and drive around LA. Stan decided to
drive up Lincoln Boulevard to the
Santa Monica Municipal Airport to
visit the Museum of Flying
(www.museumofflying.com). The
museum is relatively small but it
boasts several unique and historic
aircraft. Notable among the aircraft
on display are: a Curtiss JN-4
Jenny; one of the Douglas World
Cruisers which circumnavigated the
globe in 1924; a Supermarine S.6B
floatplane racer from the 1930’s
Schneider Cup races; most of a
Fairey Swordfish from 1940; and
one each Messerschmitt Bf-109
and Supermarine Spitfire MK XIV
of WW II fame.
After a full day of strolling
through the museum Stan went back
to his hotel and coordinated for
dinner arrangements with the
Hubahs. After receiving directions
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Alan B. Davis, the Cigarette Smoking Man from X-Files, spoke at the Free
Inquiry conference in Los Angeles. He’s Canadian and he doesn’t smoke.
Stan got on 110 South and headed
for San Pedro. When Stan arrived
Dave was moving. Actually he was
unloading car parts from the large
Hertz truck parked in his driveway.
Dave, it seems, had just returned
from an extended stint on active
duty at Wright-Patterson AFB in
Ohio. Dave and Karin spent many

years in Ohio and still own a house
there. When Dave went back on
temporary duty in Ohio he lived in
the house. When his tour was up he
packed up all of his old junk [AKA
auto supplies. Ed.] and headed west.
What surprised Stan the most was
what was hiding deep inside the
bowels of the rental truck: a Ford
mini-van. Dave needed wheels
while in Dayton so he bought an old
used mini-van. Rather than dispose
of a vehicle (this is sacrilege in the
religious sect to which Dave belongs) Dave brought it home with
him; Inside the renal truck.
After serving as slave labor for
about an hour Stan was finally invited
in to the house. Stan reports that Dave
and Karin are the same as ever, but
their son PJ has grown considerably
since last Stan saw him. Eventually,
The Hubahs: (L to R) Karin, Stan’s Goddaughter Danusia, PJ, and Stan’s the similarly grown Goddaughter
University of Maryland pal, Dave. Danusia is also the only four-time arrived and the gang was complete.
winner of the Gödel E. Escherbach scholarship. Fortunately for her, After dinner Stan traded lies with
Danusia inherited both her mother’s good looks and her brains.
Dave and listened to Danusia describe
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life at college. Finally, it was time to
return to the hotel.
The next few days found Stan
enjoying the convention where he
was fortunate enough to listen to the
likes of Dr. Bart Kosko (EE Ph.D.
and Fuzzy Logic guru), Dr. Jill
Tarter (the real radio astronomer
upon which Jody Foster’s character
in the motion picture Contact was
loosely based), Dr. Jared Diamond
(author of the Pulitzer Prize winning book Guns, Germs and Steel),
former [And now late. Ed.] Senator
Alan Cranston, and [Also now late.
Ed.] Steve Allen (need I say more?).
Stan was fortunate enough to have
Mr. Allen autograph one of his books.
Unfortunately, Mr. Allen passed
away on October 31st at age 78. In a
strange coincidence, Senator Cranston
also died within a few months of
attending the convention.... Is there a
connection? You be the judge.
In addition to the high powered
scientific minds in attendance some
of the entertainment industry’s best
were there as well. One panel
discussion included William B.
Davis (Cigarette Smoking man from
The X-Files) and Peter Bonerz (the
dentist on the Bob Newhart Show).
Mr. Davis initially sat at Stan’s
table at the Awards Banquet on
Friday night but was called to fill in
at the head table when Dr. Diamond
decided to eat dinner with a friend
at the last moment! Darn! Stan
actually telephoned his pal Joey
Gentile in Oklahoma from the dinner
as Mr. Davis entered the room. Joey
is a big X-Files fan and was giggling
like a prepubescent little girl as Stan
described Mr. Davis walking into the
ballroom and eventually electing to sit
at Stan’s table! Joey was just as
disappointed as Stan when Mr. Davis
had to leave a few short minutes later
for the head table.
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Stan had a great time at the
convention and met some very
interesting folks. But before he left
LA he wanted to see Dave and
Karin one last time. So on Sunday
they met him at the hotel and took
him to the Caribbean Tree House
restaurant. Strangely enough they
specialized in Caribbean cuisine!
Stan ordered, ate and drank what
Karin told him to order, eat and
drink and he enjoyed it! Then it was
time to return to Durant. Dave and
Karin drove Stan to the airport and
fortunately, Stan knew where he
was going.
You may recall that Stan was
booked to fly to LA on Legend
Airlines. However, due to equipment problems he ended up traveling on National Airlines. Since Stan
arrived at LAX via a National gate
he had no idea where the Legend
terminal even was. Since LAX is a
rather large airport he called ahead
and discovered that Legend was
flying out of the Delta terminal
[Gate 52B for those keeping score
at home. Ed.]. The trip home was
pleasant. Stan got to see Meteor
Crater as well as a small wildfire in
new Mexico which later grew a bit
and threatened the Los Alamos
nuclear facility as well as many
other dwellings.
Home Alone
No sooner had Stan returned on
May 7th than it was time for Gisele
to leave for Ottawa on the 12th.
Gisele spent eight days visiting
family and friends. She returned to
Durant on the 20th of May.
The next exciting event to befall
Stan and Gisele occurred on May
30th. This date is important since it
represents the first really hot day of
the summer. When Stan got home
to his closed-up house it was very
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warm. Being a sensible guy [An
arguable point... Ed.] he turned on
the air conditioner. The fan came on
but Stan quickly determined that it
wasn’t getting any cooler. A quick
check of the compressor outside
made it clear that it was not running. Stan next checked the circuit
breakers and noted that the compressor breaker had indeed tripped.
After two failed attempts at resetting the breaker Stan accepted the
inevitable: No air conditioning.
Stan quickly called several heat
& AC folks and eventually got a
response. The AC guy actually
came out later that evening and
confirmed that it was the two year
old compressor. Unfortunately, one
would have to be ordered and then
installed. For the time being Stan
and Gisele would suffer. Fortunately, the compressor was still
covered under warranty. Unfortunately, the guy Stan called to fix it
was not an “authorized representative” of the company which manufactured the unit: Bryant. So the AC
guy had to get permission from
Bryant to replace the compressor
and then wait for the new compressor to arrive. Finally, after about a
week of suffering without air
conditioning Stan and Gisele were
cool again.
As the summer school semester
began Stan was teaching one class Air Traffic Control five days a
week. No sooner did the semester
begin than it was time for the
annual Balloon Festival. As loyal
readers may recall, last year’s
Balloon Fest was a bust due to high
winds. This year the forecast did not
look much better as far as far as
wind was concerned and worse due
to the possibility of rain. On Friday
evening, the second of June, the
balloon “glow” went off without too
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much difficulty from the mild
winds. However, just as the event
was winding down the rain began.
The rain continued and the 2000
Durant Balloon Festival ended up
consisting of the Friday evening
glow and a pancake breakfast on
Saturday morning.
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has also not made a car payment
Palace. Also attending was Stan’s
since 1987. Eat your heart out! Ed.] Central Oklahoma Mensa pal, Mary
A loss that was much harder to Millen.
take occurred in June: Stan’s Sears
Mid-June meant that it was time
10” radial arm saw malfunctioned! for Gisele to hit the road! She drove
The saw motor would run but the
to scenic Longview, Texas. Interesttrigger assembly would not allow
ing that Gisele (AKA “Gigi”) would
the saw to move along the arm. Stan be going to GGG. [Longview’s
was inconsolable! Finally, the
airport is the Gregg County Airport
The Cars - Let’s Go!
friendly Sears repair guy arrived to which is also known by its three
Stan has owned his 1983 Isuzu look at the saw. It took several visits, letter airport identifier: GGG. Ed.]
Impulse since September 1984. It
several mix-ups with the parts depart- Gisele was attending a class in
now has over 230,000 miles on it
ment and three months to repair, but Peritoneal Dialysis. She seemed to
and Stan had actually begun to
Stan finally had his saw functioning enjoy it. [It got her out of the house
entertain thoughts of buying a
properly, more or less.
and away from Stan. Why wouldn’t
newer car! [Note that he said “enterIn more upbeat news, Stan and she enjoy it? Ed.]
tain” and “newer” and not “will
his coworker George Jacox had to
buy” and “new.” Ed.] Since the car travel to Tinker AFB to do some
Tunnel of Love
was badly in need of tires he dework with the SOSU program on
July meant that it was time for
cided to be nice to his Trusty Isuzu the base. Stan and George flew up
some hard, nasty and very dirty
and bought it a new set in June.
to Norman, Oklahoma and back in work. It was time to plumb the back
Suddenly the car began to feel better! the department’s Cessna 310. This yard for sprinklers. Stan thought
Who needs a new car anyway? Sure, was Stan’s first opportunity to log
that this would take about a month.
parts are missing [Many, many parts! some multi-engine time, so he was Boy was he wrong! Stan had been
Ed.] and sure he starts it with a screw excited. SOSU’s representative, Sue designing the pipe and sprinkler
driver [Who doesn’t? Ed.] but all the Murphy, met Stan and George at
layout since the previous summer
important stuff works, so Stan is
Max Westheimer airport and carried when he finally got the back yard
going to hang tight with his Trusty
them to Tinker. [Sue is the wife of dozed and leveled. Since that took
Isuzu! [Right on! Ed.]
legendary AWACS Mission Crew
so long there was no longer time to
[Additional Editor’s Note: Stan Commander Bob Murphy. Ed.]
install a sprinkler system and get
has only owned four cars during his After transacting their business,
grass to grow before the summer
entire life, the first three of which
Stan and George had lunch at Stan’s was over. So he planned all winter
only lasted about a year each... Stan favorite restaurant, the Golden
and, essentially, dug all summer.
[Really! He dug in July, August and
September before it was all said and
done! Ed.]
Stan ordered over 1000 feet of
1” PVC pipe, 23 sprinkler heads,
five valves, and hundreds of elbows
and T-fittings. In addition to installing the sprinkler Stan was also
laying a new water supply line from
the water meter to the house with
provisions for the detached garage/
shop/guest house he hopes to build
some day. And, while he was also
digging, he was going to lay some
gas pipe so he could finally use that
Stan & Gisele’s back yard prior to the installation of a sprinkler system. nice gas fireplace in the living
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fectly with the old and then there
was the matter of the tailings on
each side of the original trench. The
trencher drove on top of this which
limited the depth of the new
trenches... Stan’s frustration began to
mount. [Nothing is ever simple for
Stan, except his mind. Ed.] But Stan
couldn’t trench all day long. He still
had to go to work on occasion!
Stan got to fly the 310 again in
July when one of the department’s
aircraft and a student were stranded
at Wiley Post airport in need of a
part. Stan and George and mechanics Alan Davis and Ben Ballway
flew up. Stan, George and student
Kristen Stroud left the poor mechanics to do the dirty work while
This is the biggest, baddest Ditch Witch™ trencher that the Durant Rental Cen- they appropriated the courtesy car
ter has to offer. Stan used this wonderful machine to dig the trenches for his from the Millionaire FBO and ensprinkler system and also destroy his cable television and telephone cables.
joyed lunch at TGIFridays on Northwest Expressway in OKC. Afterward,
room. Stan also rented the biggest, The “soil” which had been not too Stan, George and Alan flew back in
baddest Ditch Witch trencher he
hard or too soft became mud and
the 310 while Kristen and Ben flew
could find at the Durant Rental
many trenches which had been
the 182 back to Durant.
Center [Where they know him by
ready were now half filled in again.
The next day, 24 kids from
name... Ed.] and they do have
Stan rented the trencher again but
Choctaw Nation day-care show up
several models to choose from!
this time successfully avoided the
unannounced wanting a tour of the
Stan quickly began to trench
various utility lines. However,
airport! Nobody seemed to know
and before the day was half over he retrenching was more difficult than who organized the visit but that did
had found both the telephone and
the original trenching. First, Stan
little to console the 24 screaming
cable TV lines [Yes, the hard way. had to align the new trench perbrats in the lobby. Stan was drafted
Ed.] and managed to damage several
feet of rain gutter. Amazingly, both
the telephone and cable TV line were
repaired by that afternoon! Both
technicians were friendly and efficient
and it turns out that the telephone guy
is related to the university’s new web
master. Small world.
Unfortunately, the trenching did
not go as smoothly as Stan had
predicted. Every time one trench
crossed another there were partial
cave-ins. This meant that the trench
had to be re-excavated by hand.
During the weeks that Stan was
cleaning up the trenches it rained.
Stan & Gisele’s back yard after a few passes with the Ditch Witch™ trencher.
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and the tour began. [Stan should get
copious extra points for this in the
afterlife. Ed.]
On July 10th Stan and Gisele
celebrated their 7th wedding anniversary by doing very little about it.
Gisele went to work as did Stan.
ORVILLE WRIGHT
Stan exhibited the traditional male
anniversarial behavior of shopping
for a card and gift at the last minute.
He found a nice wind chime which
seemed to please his mate. [She is
becoming a very good actress... Ed.]
Later in the week Stan took yet
another gang of Air Traffic Control
students to the Fort Worth Air Route
Traffic Control Center for an all day
tour. Fortunately, the weather cooper- Orville often helped Gisele study.
ated and no students were harmed.
from the vet after work and he and
Funeral For A Friend
Gisele buried him in the back yard
The next bit of news is sad. On under a tree. They will miss him.
Thursday, the 27th of July, Gisele
He was the cat that fetched.
and Stan noticed that one of their
In more upbeat news, July and
cats, Orville, was acting a bit
August are the months when tradilethargic. By Saturday Orville was tion calls for the President for Life
in the cat hospital. The vet initially to spread his largesse around to
thought it was some sort of routine those who, in his twisted opinion,
infection, but Orville did not get
are deserving. This year, Stan’s God
any better. On Sunday Gisele and
Daughter, Danusia Hubah, received
Stan visited Orville and he was very the Third Annual Gödel E. Escherweak. Orville did recognize Gisele bach Scholarship. [Isn’t she also the
and made a great effort to get up
same person who won the first and
and meow. Although the vet was
second annual Gödel E. Escherbach
still hopeful Stan and Gisele were
Scholarships? Ed.] Unfortunately,
very concerned. The next day Stan
the president for Life was unable to
went home for lunch and there was a attend the ceremony so none was
message from the vet on the answer- held. He just had one of his scholaring machine asking him to call. After ship minions mail the check to the
several frustrating failed attempts to
lucky winner.
get through Stan finally spoke to the
August was also the month in
vet and received the bad news;
which the first flight by an SOSU
Orville had died that morning.
aircraft was made directly to Tinker
Apparently Orville had conAFB. After completing a small
tracted some rare blood borne
mountain of paperwork the SOSU
parasite from a tick. While this
Aerospace Department received
parasite is extremely rare in this
permission from the Department of
area it is also almost 100% fatal to the Air Force to land at Tinker Air
cats. Stan recovered Orville’s body Force Base. On the first of August
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Stan and Kyle Thomas made that
first flight in a Cessna 182 [N401SS
for those keeping score at home.
Ed.]. Stan enjoyed returning to his
old Air Force haunt, this time
actually piloting the aircraft and not
just being along for the ride. But it
was also a bit intimidating being the
smallest aircraft on the base, by far!
But it sure beat the three hour drive
each way between Tinker and Durant!
Stan continued to work on the
trenches during August. By this
time, since it had not rained since
early July, the “soil” was as hard as
rock. Stan had to buy a large and
small pick to complete the trenching. Gisele also helped clearing
debris out of the trenches. In August
Stan also bought a couple hundred
feet of gas pipe to connect his gas
fireplace to his future propane tank
in the back yard. Stan also borrowed Kyle’s truck yet again to
obtain some gravel to aid in draining a few areas near the trenches.
Early August was also the
traditional time for the purchase of
consumer electronics products. Stan
and Gisele had been in need of a
new CD player since Stan’s old
Kenwood had begun to act up. It
became more and more picky about
which CD’s it chose to play
[Everybody’s a critic! Ed.]. They
finally reached their frustration limit
when the CD player would not play
Stan’s Captain & Tennile’s Greatest
Hits CD. Stan scoured the pages of
the Crutchfield catalog for a suitable replacement - with DVD
capability, too [Natch! Ed.]. Stan
selected the Sony DVP-C6700D
five disk player. It nicely interfaced
with the Sony STR-DE935 which
made up the heart of Stan and
Gisele’s home theatre system.
When it finally arrived Stan went
into a frenzy of delight hooking up
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the myriad of speaker wires, patch
cables, coax and optical cables.
Within a day Stan actually got it to
work with only a few peeks at the
instructions and no visible smoke.
Early August took Stan to
Tinker several more times, twice in
the 310 and once in the 182. During
one trip Kyle’s dad arranged a nice
tour of the Logistic Command’s
facilities in Building 3001. Stan,
George and Kyle toured the KC-135
depot maintenance facility as well
and various engine shops and an
engine test cell. August also saw the
completion and installation of the
majority of the sprinkler pipe,
sprinkler heads and the all important manifold. Stan had also installed a remote spigot and electrical outlets in the back yard near the
West tree line. On August 26th Stan
rented a Kubota tractor and finally
began to fill in the trenches. Unfortunately, he experienced some
trouble with the tractor. It didn’t
seem to have as much power as he
thought it should. When returning
the tractor he discovered that he had
been running the tractor in high gear
all day long... [And this guy teaches
at an accredited college! Ed.]
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Gisele decided that she needed a
new refrigerator. Stan thinks it had
something to do with the fact that
she saw a nice stainless steel fridge
on sale at Lowe’s one day. There
was certainly nothing wrong with
the nice Sears Kenmore refrigerator
that Stan bought in 1985. Stan
bought a Sears Kenmore refrigerator, washer and dryer when he
bought his first house in 1985. All
three still work just fine. Stan also
bought a “garage refrigerator” about
five years ago in which to keep beer
and other items essential to life. It
also works just fine. But Gisele
wanted a new refrigerator, so they
got one [It was on sale! Ed.]. The
new refrigerator arrived on September 19th and it works just fine,
along with the other two in the
garage which also work just fine
[We get the picture... Ed.].
On October 12th Stan went to the
Calera Driving Range for his annual
last minute golf practice in preparation for the annual SOSU Wang Bang
Golf Tournament. Although the
practice went well, ultimately it made
no difference at all. During the actual
tournament no discernible difference
could be seen in Stan’s play. Stan
played with a few of the folks from
the School of Business who were just
as bad as he was. A couple weeks
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later he was able to escape from his
shame and leave town.
Go West Young Man! Redux
On 24 October Stan and Gisele
departed for Mesa, Arizona for the
annual University Aviation Association Fall Conference. They
arrived early in the evening, rented
a car and found the hotel without
difficulty. Stan’s boss, Dave Conway arrived the next day. Stan and
Dave were to present the results of
the salary survey they conducted the
previous year. The conference was
nice but the highlights were seeing
old friends.
OSU alum Mike Larson was in
attendance from the University of
Nebraska, OSU alum and Air Force
comrade Craig Kanski was there as
well, and old Central Oklahoma
Mensa pal, Rich Marmon, who now
lives in Phoenix, also made an
appearance. One evening Stan,
Gisele and Dave met up with Rich
Marmon for some chow at a Phoenix landmark: The Pinnacle Peak
Patio. Stan ate too much.
In addition to the academic
crowd, Stan’s Vo-Tech welding
buddy, Chris Sennott, and his wife
Linda, were in the Tucson area
visiting relatives. Stan and Gisele
decided to play hooky on Thursday

Cold As Ice
August also meant the beginning of the new school
semester. Stan would
be teaching Aviation
Management, Air
Traffic Control [Again!
Ed.], Aviation Legal
Problems and Aviation
Physiology. So now
Stan had to really work
all day and fit in
sprinkler work in
between. August, for
some reason, was also
the month in which
Chris Sennott with his brand new MiG-21 fighter! That 0% financing really helps.
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and drove to Tucson to meet Chris
and Linda at the Pima Air and
Space Museum. Stan had last been
to the Museum in about 1983 and
things had certainly changed! There
were a number of new buildings and
many of the aircraft that had previously been decaying outside were
now restored and snugly nestled
inside. Stan shot about a dozen rolls
of film at Pima. After a nice dinner
at a local Boston Market Stan and
Gisele left Chris and Linda and
drove back to Mesa.
On Saturday afternoon Stan and
Gisele drove over to Rich Marmon’s
new pad for a visit. After chatting
Rich took them on a tour of his new
empire: the Estrella Mountain
Community College campus. Rich
is the computer guru and they
certainly had some cool toys! After
the campus tour the sun was just
setting and Rich took them on a tour
of nearby Luke Air Force Base
where Rich had been stationed
several hundred years ago. Afterward they found a Chinese restaurant and had dinner. Then it was off
in search of a local Mensa meeting.
Rich and Stan quickly found some
kindred souls in the kitchen and
traded lies about the Air Force and
computers. Gisele found the nearest
cat and was quickly engaged in
conversation by several women in
the living room. The menfolk re-
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mained in the kitchen to protect the
larder [And eat... Ed.].
Stan and Gisele conducted an
extended book shopping spree on
Sunday as they read and ate most of
the afternoon at a local Borders
Books. They departed Phoenix on
October 29th and returned home to
Durant soon after midnight. Two
days later Stan learned that one of
his heroes, Steve Allen, had died at
age 78. Stan had just met Mr. Allen
in May and obtained his autograph.
Pardon Me While I Wip This Out!
November was the month for
speakers. Stan is on the School of
Business Public Affairs Committee and as such helps organize the
various lectures offered every year
by the School of Business. The
speaker on the 10th of November
was J.D. Williams. The next night
Stan drove up to Oklahoma City
to attend the Oklahoma Chapter of
the ACLU’s annual awards banquet. The featured speaker was
Rev. Barry Lynn of Americans
United for Separation of Church
and State. The food was actually
edible and the speech was great.
Then Stan just had to drive all the
way home at 11:00. Gisele didn’t
wait up. [Wise woman. Ed.]
For the past 16 years Thanksgiving has only meant one thing to
Stan [and now, unfortunately, to
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Gisele. Ed.] and that is the North
Texas Mensa Feast of Pleasures and
Delights Regional Gathering. The
new hotel was on the Dallas North
Tollway at Beltline Road and had a
less confusing layout than the
previous hotel. The hospitality room
was well stocked and several Oklahoma Mensans were sighted.
Louanne and Bruce Duckworth
were there as well as the now
former Mensokie editor, Will
Andrews. In addition to Mensa fun
Stan and Gisele also enjoyed dinner
with Stan’s former student and
Dallas Beer Baron, Mike Leonard.
The kids spent their final morning
with OSU alum and AWACS
comrade Gil Schnabel and his new
flame, Lisa. After an enjoyable
breakfast at La Madeleine restaurant
Stan and Gisele said good-bye,
packed up the car and then headed
back up highway 75 to Durant.
Get Your Motor Runnin’
As loyal readers will recall, Stan
has been having trouble with his
lawn tractor off and on since the
day he originally purchased it [OK,
more “on” than “off.” Ed.]. Well,
this fall was no exception. After a
summer of more or less flawless
service the tractor stopped charging
the battery. As with all other repairs
to this tractor, nothing is ever
simple. After determining that the

The unique and oddly pretty McDonnell F-3H Demon is represented at the Pima Air & Space Museum in Tucson.
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alternator was faulty Stan decided
to replace it himself. But [You just
knew there had to be a “but” or a
“however,” didn’t you? Ed.] in
order to replace the alternator you
first have to remove the engine from
the chassis, then remove the fan
shrouds and assorted sheet metal
parts, then the pulley assembly, then
the fan assembly, and, finally, the
flywheel. Now you can replace the
alternator. Well, if you’re already
going to go to all that trouble why
not rebuild the entire engine?
Right? [Naturally. Ed.]
So, with the help of [and encouragement of his coconspirator... Ed.]
Ben Ballway, Stan tore the engine
apart. He bead-blasted, cleaned and
painted all the external parts and
cleaned up and inspected the internal components. After many weeks
of off and on work the motor was
ready to be re-assembled. Since the
parts were all clean and the garage
was very cold Stan put the engine
back together in his office at home
[Without too much grumbling from
Gisele. Ed.]. While assembling the
engine Stan remarked to Ben that
the engine was well designed and
very simple in both design and
construction. Stan actually commented that the engine was so simple
that it was almost impossible to screw
up putting it back together! [He
should have known better... Ed.]
So, after completely re-assembling the engine and mounting onto
the tractor chassis Stan was ready to
start the beast! After injecting a few
shots of started fluid Stan started
cranking.... It started after a few
tense moments but it quickly
belched so much smoke that Stan
immediately shut down the engine.
And things were never the same
after that. Over the next two weeks
both Stan and Ben made numerous
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attempts to start the stubborn engine
- All to no avail. Stan’s words were
now coming back to haunt him.
Stan and Ben were both flummoxed. The valves were opening
and closing correctly, the intake was
sucking and the exhaust was blowing, the ignition was sparking and
the starter fluid should be firing off
without difficulty; yet all they could
achieve were some occasional
backfires! The only thing that Stan
could not check was the spark
timing. And since the timing was
controlled by the position of the
flywheel Stan, in complete desperation, removed the flywheel. It was
then that Stan made his discovery.
The flywheel and crankshaft are
aligned by keyways cut in the crank
and flywheel and kept in alignment
through the use of a small metal
“key.” That small metal key had
sheared and the flywheel had
shifted its position. Now, instead of
firing the spark plugs at about 5-10°
before top dead center (TDC) they
were firing at about 85° AFTER
TDC! This was not conducive to
normal engine operation. After
purchasing a new key for about a
buck Stan re-reassembled the
engine and tried again: Success!
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After another couple of weeks
of playing with the engine and
adjusting the governor Stan decided
to take it all apart again [Was there
really any other option? Ed.]. After
running the engine for a total of less
than an hour the oil was quickly
becoming dirty and it was obvious
that engine was still burning oil. So
Stan decided to have the cylinders
bored out and to install oversized
pistons. The cylinders were relatively clean so they only needed to
be bored 10 thousandths of an inch
over their normal dimensions. The
oversized pistons and new rings were
installed and soon after reassembly
Stan determined that he “may” have
installed the pistons facing the wrong
direction. So he tore down the motor
again and, indeed, he had installed the
pistons backward.
After the third reassembly Stan
cranked the engine with the spark
plugs off to make sure all was in
order and to start breaking in the
cylinder walls and piston rings. It
was a very tight engine. After
installing the spark plugs Stan tried
to start the engine. It would rotate
about 90 degrees and the stop. Even
when trying to crank the engine
with jumper cables attached to the

Stan’s 42 cubic inch twin cylinder Briggs & Stratton lawn tractor engine
prior to reassembly (for the third time). It was bored out 10/1000” and has
new over-sized pistons and rings. Stan says it rocks!
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The School of Business Band provided the entertainment for the annual SOB
Christmas Party. Dr. Mark Tengesdal on trumpet, Dr. Jim Speers on mandolin and Dr. Stephen Hogan on French Horn. Where’s “Doc” Severinsen?
trusty Isuzu the engine was so tight
it would barely crank over. Stan
finally got it started and slowly built
up a few hours on the engine.
December was finally upon the
kinds and this year was much better
than last. As you may recall, Stan’s
back was killing him and an MRI
discovered a protruding disk. Stan
remained horizontal and medicated
for most of December, 2000. This
year was much better for Stan and he
and Gisele were actually able to enjoy
the Christmas parties they attended.
The first party of the season was
Stan’s School of Business (SOB)
party early in the month. Since
Stan’s dean. Dr. Bob Masters, was
leaving the university the party was
also a bit sad. But the entertainment
was also better than usual. This year
SOB faculty members Dr. Mark
Tengesdal, Dr. Jim Speers and Dr.
Steve Hogan entertained the masses

with their trumpet, mandolin and
French horn, respectively. The
traditional gift giveaway presented
yet another opportunity for Stan to
unload some more junk.
Gisele’s party was next. The
chow at the Holiday Inn was actually good and Stan and Gisele had a
reasonably good time. The final
“official” party was Stan’s Aerospace
Department party at Dr. Dave’s
house. The chow and company were
great and the gag gifts were wonderful. Unfortunately, the December
weather wasn’t as wonderful.
Finals week began on 11 December. The next day it was raining
and then the temperature quickly
began to drop. By the afternoon the
rain had turned to sleet and freezing
rain. At the airport Stan and the
gang heard a Cessna 337 report
entering the pattern to land. The
ceilings were very low, the visibil-
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ity was bad and the sleet was being
driven by a strong southerly wind.
No sooner had the aircraft come
into view than it precipitously
dropped to the ground. The “firm”
landing dislodged huge pieces of
ice. As the aircraft taxied in Stan
thought the pilot was lost since he
was wandering back and forth along
the taxiway. Then he realized that
the pilot was zigzagging because he
could not see forward out of the
windscreen - it was frozen over!
This guy was very lucky to be alive!
The next day the university was
closed due to the dangerous driving
conditions and Stan has never seen
the student body in such an uproar!
The students were agitated and
upset because [Get this! Ed.] the
school was closed! Remember, this
was FINALS WEEK! The students
[And faculty, too! Ed.] all had plans
and nobody wanted to come back to
school on Monday to make up for
the Wednesday “snow-day.” But, it
is an imperfect world and that is
exactly what happened. Immediately Stan [And every other member
of the faculty... Ed.] was inundated
with students requesting to take
their final exam early. Stan is such a
sucker for a hard luck story and it
was almost Christmas, so he caved.
On Wednesday school was
closed and Stan looked forward to a
calm day at home. Unfortunately,
the ice had taken out an electric line
somewhere in the area and the
homestead was without power. Stan
called the airport and they still had
power so Stan went to work anyway. He even got some work
accomplished! The next few days
were filled with exams, grading
exams and turning in final grades.
Then it was time to prepare for the
event of the year! Stan’s friend Joe
Gentile was going to be on Who
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got in the hot seat the producers
“how sure are you?” The friend
Wants to be a Millionaire?
answered, “One hundred percent!” would call again to confirm that all
Of course this question was worth a was well and inform Stan to stay
Who Wants to be a Millionaire?
ready.
Joey Gentile has been obsessed quarter of a million bucks and the
Several Southeastern Oklahoma
with getting on Millionaire almost friend was 100% -- wrong! Stan
State University notables showed
since it first aired. Both he and his started having second thoughts.
up to add intellectual mass to Stan’s
Instead of backing out Stan
wife Ruth have made it through the
elected to stack the deck. Stan
Phone-a-Friend link. Dr. Stephen
first two qualification rounds
numerous times. But now Joey had decided to hold a Millionaire Watch Hogan, the Massey endowed Chair
in Finance, showed up as did
his opportunity to be one of the ten Party. Stan invited several of his
neighbor and SOSU accounting
lucky contenstants on an actual
colleagues from the university to
professor Betty Nolan. Betty
come over for a party during the
show! Joey flew to the Big Apple
brought about a dozen reference
three hours Joey would be taping
on December 19th and went
through all the pre-show preparathe show in New York. Stan stayed books and added them to Stan’s
tions. Joey asked Stan to be one of home all day cleaning and waiting pile. Stan and the gang went over
his “phone a friend” lifelines. At
for the initial call from the produc- the ground rules and then comers explaining the rules and proce- menced to eating and waiting. Well,
first Stan was happy that Joe had
dures. The producers finally called to make a long story a bit shorter,
chosen him. Then Stan started to
Stan never received a call because
and explained all the rules. The
remember the guy on Millionaire
Joey never got in the hot seat. But
who called his good buddy for help taping would begin at four PM
on a question. The friend gave him Eastern Time, three PM local time, Joey still enjoyed his free three day
his answer and the contestant asked, and continue for three hours. If Joey whirlwind trip to New York.

Kyle Mocks Stan!

Kyle Thomas, official lender of
pickup trucks to Stan, recently purchased a new vehicle. Early in the summer Stan had noticed that Kyle’s old
Ford Pickup was sorely lacking any
pick-up! The truck labored up hills
when towing the Durant Rental
Center’s Kubota tractor and this had
Stan worried! What would happen if
Kyle’s truck died? How would he tow
things back and forth from the DRC?
Kyle suffered through the summer
with the ailing truck but he finally faced
the inevitable in October when he purchased a new Chevy pickup. There was
just one problem: This truck had no tow
hitch! What a slap in the face to Stan!
To add insult to injury Kyle hinted
that he was not planning to add a tow
hitch since it might scratch the surface
of his bumper guard! How selfish and Kyle Thomas indicates the clear absence of a tow hitch on the bumper of his
insensitive can one person be?
new pickup truck. Note the sinister grin on his face as he sticks it to Stan!
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Super Bowel! Unfortunately, the
good times were not to last very
long in the Millennial Year...
On the sixth of February, 2001,
Wait a minute.... Wait a minute... Stan was watching the local TV
HAL news when there was mention of an
aircraft crashing in the Lake
Once again it was time for
Christmas and New Years and once Texoma area. While Stan is always
again Stan and Gisele stayed home interested in any news that affects
aviation this was in his back yard.
and celebrated quietly. The first
The initial reports stated that two
excitement of 2001 [The “real
millennium,” by the way! Ed.] was aircraft had collided over the lake
and that one had crashed in shallow
a Super Bowel party at George
water in the Platter Flats area. Stan
Jacox’s pad. This year Stan had a
immediately called his colleague
horse in the race: The Baltimore
Kyle Thomas to see if all university
Ravens were playing! Stan still
remembers the bitter twin humilia- aircraft were accounted for. Kyle
called the airport and unfortunately
tions of 1969: The Colts losing to
they could not account for one
the Jets and Orioles losing to the
aircraft. After a very long and
Mets. How depressing! Stan also
painful vigil at the airport the worst
remembered the bitter humiliation
when the Colts left Baltimore in the was confirmed at about 1:00 AM:
One of the department’s training
middle of the night to defect to
Indianapolis [Good to see that Stan aircraft with two students aboard
has gotten over this... Ed.]. So Stan had crashed and both of the students
were dead.
was prepared for another bitter
Southeastern’s aviation program
disappointment. But it was not to
be! Stan’s Ravens actually won the had never suffered a fatal accident
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in its 30 year history and nobody
was quite sure what to do. Stan’s
boss Dr. Dave Conway and the
school’s administration went to
work and began the process of
positively identifying the victims,
notifying the families and offering
support to the student population.
The instructor on the flight, Jake
Marcum, was a very popular student
and outgoing young man. He was
also enrolled in Stan’s Aviation
Legal Problems class. Jake was very
active in campus activities so his
untimely loss was felt across the
campus. The student pilot was
freshman Lynn Mathew. Ironically,
Jake was working with Lynn to
prepare him for his first solo flight.
Everyone in the department was
stunned. For most of the students
this was the first time many of them
had ever lost someone so close to
them, especially someone so close
in age. Many took the news very
hard indeed. The university held a
memorial ceremony on campus for
both men which was very well
attended. Stan and several faculty
and students attended Lynn
Mathew’s funeral service since his
family was from the Dallas area.
Later, a few students drove all the
way to Oregon, Jake Marcum’s
home, where Jake was laid to rest.

The Eyes Have It
March was a big month for
Gisele. She was about to change
something that had been part of her
life since she was eight years old:
wearing glasses. March 15th was the
day she would undergo a Lasik
procedure. After several appointments to check her vision she was
finally scheduled to have her corneas ablated by a laser. She was a
Gisele sporting her sexy new head gear. She was forced to wear these birth bit nervous but not as nervous as
control goggles for several days after her Lasik procedure. O-la-la!
Stan. Stan tried to comfort Gisele
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but the doctor didn’t give him any
Diazepam [That’s Valium™ for the
rest of you. Ed.]. Stan’s tummy did
start to turn when he watched the
doc slice in to Gisele’s corneal
epithelium, but the rest of the
procedure was rather uneventful.
Gisele was in relatively good
spirits as they left the Durant Medical Center and ready to snooze off
the Valium. The next few days were
filled with eye drops and wearing
funky goggles. Stan thought they
made her look pretty hot but Gisele
wasn’t in the mood.
March was also a month for
domestic upgrades. Stan finally got
around to making a trellis for Gisele’s
front yard garden. He also finally got
around to repairing the rain gutter he
damaged when he was trenching the
year before. Finally, Gisele made Stan
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buy a fancy new kitchen faucet and
sodomization had already been
install it. All this was accomplished in completed. Sod never looks right
time for Stan and Gisele’s 11th anni- immediately after it had been laid
versary of meeting.
and this was no exception. But
April could only mean one
eventually it began to look better
and better.
thing: Time to sodomize the back
April 24th was a festive occayard [I think he means “time to lay
sod on the back yard...” Ed.]. After sion for Stan and Gisele [Well, at
all the earth moving and installation least for Stan. Ed]. It was time for
the annual SOSU Faculty and Staff
of sprinklers it was finally time to
get some real grass to grow in the
Awards Banquet. Somehow, Stan
managed to win the Faculty Senate
back yard. Stan found a place that
Excellence in Teaching Award for
would lay sod in the back yard for
an only moderately exorbitant price. the School of Business. [There must
have been payoffs. Ed.]
Unfortunately, the sodomization
was scheduled for the same day as
The Big Dig
the Oklahoma ACLU meeting in
May saw the beginning of an
Stillwater. Stan was planning on
attending and also visiting with old epic struggle for Stan and Gisele.
Oklahoma State alum Brian Ward. They were determined to expand
their back yard patio and create a
Stan came home late in the afterpath between the patio and their
noon to find that most of the

Before and after pix of the Paver Project. After digging the pit it rained several times and Stan was forced to
siphon water out of the moat so he could continue working. Gisele is shown completing her new West Garden.
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driveway. Stan had been planing
and planing for months and now it
was time to put the plan into action.
He staked out the land and then
went to see Kyle to borrow his
truck and then visited his pals at the
Durant Rental Center. Stan rented
the larger Kubota tractor with the
front loader and commenced to
digging. It was slow going but Stan
managed to complete the big-dig
without destroying any telecommunications infrastructure! Then it
rained and Stan and Gisele had a
lovely moat around their patio!
When Stan returned the Kubota
tractor he noted that Kyle’s truck
was showing a severe lack of pep
whilst going up hill. Stan mentioned
this to Kyle and over the next few
weeks it became apparent that Kyle’s
truck did not have many miles left in
it. One or more of the cam lobes
seemed to be worn down causing the
engine to stutter under load.
Kyle was worried because he
and his wife were about to close on
a new home and could not take the
risk that buying a new vehicle
might harm their chances of securing their home loan. So Kyle waited
and nursed the truck along. Kyle’s
selfishness aside, Stan was the real
victim here! What was he going to
do if he needed to borrow a truck?
[Boy, Kyle - Talk about rude! Ed.]
Throughout May and June Stan
worked to level the hole, move a
few tons of gravel into the pit, level
and compact the gravel and then
move the tons of sand into the pit
one wheelbarrow load at a time.
Finally it was time for the brick
pavers. Stan had done his calculations and determined that he would
need about 2500 bricks. Since the
bricks came in 540 brick pallets
they bought five pallets. After what
seemed like months of work Stan &
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Gisele finally completed laying over
2300 pavers. The patio extension
and walkway look rather nice,
considering who did the work. After
completing the pavers Stan installed
a small sprinkler system in the
planter between the walkway and
the garage and then Gisele turned
the bare soil into a beautiful garden.
The West side of the house has
never looked so good!
On the 5th of May, [During the
“moat” stage of the patio project.
Ed.] Stan’s old Saudi AWACS pal
Nick Stokes stopped in for a visit
with his Number One Daughter,
Jennifer. Jenny had just graduated
from Our Lady of the Lake College
in San Antonio and dear ‘ol dad was
dragging her and her classic VW
Bug back to Virginia. Then it was
off to points East for her as she has
taken a job teaching English in the
Land of the Rising Sun! [That’s
Japan for the propinquitious among
the readership. Ed.] Nick and Jenny
stayed for the night and don’t
worry, they were treated to both
sights in the Greater Durant
Metroplex!
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Funeral For A Friend, Redux
June was another bad news
month. Joe Gentile’s wife, Ruth,
died on June fifth. Stan met Joey
and Ruth through the Central
Oklahoma Mensa chapter soon after
he returned from Saudi Arabia and
they hit it off immediately. Joey is
almost as twisted as Stan [Some
would actually say more! Ed.] and
they have stayed in touch since Stan
& Gisele moved to Durant. Stan &
Gisele also got their cats, Wilbur
and the late Orville, from Ruth’s cat
Snowy. Ruth had been having bouts
with cancer since the spring prior to
Stan moving south. After an operation and chemotherapy it was hoped
that the cancer had been eliminated
but it was not so. On 10 June about
25 friends of Ruth and Joey had a
Memorial chow-down at the Golden
Palace restaurant in Midwest City in
her honor. Golden Palace was one
of their favorite restaurants.
July was more upbeat as Gisele
applied to University of Phoenix for
admission to their Master of Science program. She was accepted
provisionally and began her first
99 Luftballoons
class in late August. July was also
June meant that it was once
the month for the biggest party in
again time for the annual Durant
the wacky world of Mensa: The
Balloon Festival! As has become
Annual Gathering!
tradition, Chris and Linda Sennott
This year it was held during the
th
travelled down from Luther, Okla- 4 of July week at the Hotel Interhoma to take in the splendor. This
continental in nearby in Addison,
year the fest went off without a
Texas. Stan & Gisele drove down
hitch. The Friday evening balloon
on July third and checked in to the
glow was spectacular and the balhotel at about sunset. The hotel in
loons all flew both Saturday morning on the West side of the Dallas North
and evening. This year Chris crewed Tollway and just north of Beltline
for a balloon and got to fly. Chris, an Road. The kids decided to drive the
ultralight vehicle pilot, seemed
few short blocks to Bennigans for
some late chow. Bennigans is on the
impressed with the ride but comEast side of the Tollway on Beltline
plained that he was uncomfortable
flying without the constant drone of a [These details will become relevant
later. Ed.]. While they were eating
Rotax engine in his ear.
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Stan & Gisele noticed the buildup
of people and cars throughout the
Addison area. It turns out that
Addison’s fireworks were to be held
that night as soon as it got dark.
Unfortunately, this meant that as
soon as the fireworks were over some
100,000 people all wanted to go home
at the same time. What had been a 10
minute trip to the restaurant became a
two hour ordeal simply to get from
the East side of the Tollway to the
West side of the Tollway. [They
could have walked home faster! Ed.]
Fortunately, the AG made up for their
initial troubles.
Also in attendance at the AG
were the Reverend Ross P. and Frau
Goeres; Sally Kerpchar; Bruce &
Louanne Duckworth; Nancy Park,
and a cast of thousands. The AG
was big and the hospitality room
was huge and well stocked! There
were a number of interesting speakers including one of the thirteen
women who went through the
astronaut selection process for the
Mercury program. Ross also spoke.
Actually, Ross spoke three times.
The first two times he spoke officially. The first time was on the
subject Recreational Mathematics
for Fun and Profit, and the second
time on, The History of “Aha!”:
Self-Organized Innovation. The
final time Ross spoke it was - well,
it was less official. During a talk on
the insanity of the “War on Drugs”
Ross got up and declared open war
on the war on drugs! [Sadly, alcohol
(a drug) was involved... Ed.]
After surviving the AG Stan had
to get back to work. He was once
again teaching a summer class in
Air Traffic Control and he had a
few students doing independent
study work through the Tinker AFB
office. On 10 July Stan flew up to
Will Rogers World Airport to meet
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Ross uses hand gestures to explain an
arcane point of math theory to a heckler in the audience at the Mensa AG.
with one of his students. Since the
student works at the FAA’s Mike
Monroney Aeronautical Center on the
West side of Will Rogers they decided to meet there. Stan flew up in
the school’s Cessna 182 with George
Jacox. After a couple of hours of
“face time” with the Tinker student
they decided to have some chow and
then headed back to Durant.
On 21 July Stan took his ATC
class Fort Worth center for a daylong visit. While the kids were
enduring a boring lecture and
Powerpoint slide show Stan played
hookey with Gary Hebsacker in a
Lear 35 simulator. Gary is the FAA
guy Stan coordinates with to schedule these visits but he also moonlights as a simulator instructor at
Simuflight. After crashing the
simulator a few times they returned
to Forth Worth Center and picked
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up the children for the return trip.
August meant the end of summer school and a short two week
respite before the onslaught of the
fall semester. School seemed to start
even earlier this year and hit even
harder than normal. August fifteenth was the first day of class [one
day BEFORE Stan’s birthday! Ed.]
and Stan met his first of five
classes: Freshman Orientation. Stan
had been stupid enough to volunteer
to teach a section of Freshman
Orientation in addition to his for
regular courses [Sounds like a
glutton for punishment to me! Ed.].
So, on 15 August Stan waited for
his 8:00 AM class to show up. Stan
was there, Stan’s class mentor was
there, and one [That’s right! One!
Ed.] student was there. This was not
the omen Stan was looking for.
On Thursday Stan met his Aviation Legal Problems (31 students) and
Physiology (41 students!) classes.
Since the sixteenth was Stan’s birthday there was cake at the airport.
Unfortunately, either the cake or
lunch disagreed with Stan and he
was sick all night and the next day.
[Yet another omen...? Ed.] The
following week Stan met his ATC
and Aviation Management classes
and the semester from hell was off!
The bad omens quickly came to the
fore on September eleventh.
A Date Which Will Live in Infamy
Stan and his colleagues were at
school early to attend the President’s
Strategic Visioning Retreat in the
Student Union. The retreat began
with some free chow at 7:30 and the
actual retreat was to begin at about
8:15. During the chow someone
came in from the TV room and said
that an aircraft had hit the World
Trade Center. At first they assumed
that it was a small plane or that
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Chris Sennott expresses his true feelings about Stan’s grandiose garage plans.
Chris was helping Stan install the rough plumbing before the slab was poured.
some other aircraft had hit the
building in bad weather. The Empire State Building had survived
just such a crash on July 28th, 1945.
The meeting continued but the
president and the guest speaker
were interrupted several times by
minions with news bulletins. Stan
had flash-backs to early 1950’s
black and white TV news shows
every time the President read the
new bulletin: “I’ve just been handed
this bulletin: A second plane has
struck the other tower of the World
Trade Center... Another aircraft has
crashed into the Pentagon...” Unreal.
During the first break everyone
crowded into the already crowded
Student Union’s Savage Grill since
it has a TV. Everyone watched with
horror as the first footage of the
second plane impacting the towers

was shown for the first time. Slowly
people filtered back into the meeting and the President tried to continue the retreat. It soon became
obvious, however, that the country
was in the midst of a wave of terror
attacks so the meeting was cancelled and President Johnson closed
the campus. Stan called his friend
Joey and Gisele to inform them of
the news at 8:15. At about 11:00
AM Stan went home to stare at the
TV with Gisele and the rest of the
world and contemplate the future.
The attacks directly affected
operations at the airport. Initially all
non-military air traffic was
grounded. Later, the airlines were
allowed to fly again, and then
general aviation aircraft on IFR
flight plans, but flight training
operations were grounded for a
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number of weeks after the attacks.
Eventually things returned to
normal but the previously bright job
prospects for Stan’s seniors were
now considerably dimmer. Prior to
the September eleventh attacks a
graduate from Southeastern’s pilot
degree program could expect to be
flying for a commuter carrier with a
year or two. Now, who knows?
September continued with
everyone in a daze. The road trip to
new Orleans that Dr. Dave had
planned for the gang was now on
hold. The National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) convention was originally scheduled for
the week of 19 September. Dr. Dave
was going to take most of the faculty
down to New Orleans to take in the
spectacle but now the convention was
postponed. Later the convention was
rescheduled for December.
As October rolled around
Southeastern’s new Investment
Club had its first meeting. Professors Stephen Hogan and Fadel
Mahdy presided over the meeting
and conducted the rest of the year’s
meetings. It turns out, in a strange
twist of fate, that Dr. Mahdy was a
neighbor of Stan & Gisele when
they lived in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia!
Dr. Mahdy left his home in Iraq to
attend college just prior to Saddam
Hussein taking power [Great timing! Ed.]. He earned his advanced
degrees at the University of Arizona
and later taught finance for 12 years
at King Saud University in Riyadh.
[Small world. Ed.]
October is also the traditional
time of the year for rough plumbing. On Friday, 5 October, Chris
Sennott came down with his transit
and chop saw and the boys commenced to plumb the new garage.
After shooting some elevations on
Friday to make sure the water
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would flow down hill they set to
work laying pipe. Unfortunately,
both of the holes through the concrete footings for the drain pipes
were in the wrong place! So, on
Saturday morn Stan had to rent
[From Durant Rental Center, right?
Ed.] a hammer-drill and a four inch
concrete core bit. The Hilti hammer
drill was massive and weighed
about 35 pounds [Made in Liechtenstein of all places.... Ed.] but it
made relatively short work of the
12-16 inch concrete footings.
Unfortunately, there was a small
problem [You saw this coming, too,
didn’t you? Ed.].
About half way through drilling
the second hole Stan allowed the
longitudinal axis of the drill bit to
become misaligned with the longitudinal axis of the hole. Well, as
you all probably predicted the drill
bit seized in the hole. Sir Isaac
Newton’s laws came into play
immediately: an equal and opposite
motion was caused in the massive
Hilti hammer drill. This object in
motion continued in its motion until
acted upon by an outside force. This
outside force was Stan’s leg. No
sooner did Stan think, “Son of a
bitch!” than the drill impacted his left
shin three times in rapid succession
[That’s gonna leave a mark... Ed.].
After remaining amazingly quiet for a
few moments Stan walked off the
pain and continued drilling. Eventually both holes were completed and
the plumbing continued apace.
The next morning both Stan and
Chris were not fit for work. Stan’s
leg had swollen massively and was
painful to walk on. Chris managed
to throw out his back while getting
dressed. So much for completing
the plumbing that weekend. So
instead of plumbing on Sunday Stan
enjoyed keeping his leg elevated
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The Rev. Ross P. Goeres, Gisele and Stan are shocked by the good food and
good service at the Heaping Bowel and Brew in East Atlanta.
whilst watching the initial coverage
of the Taliban getting their collective asses kicked by Stan’s old Air
Corps pals.
The kids finally got to go on a
road trip in late October. The
University Aviation Association
(UAA) Fall Conference was in
Nashville and Gisele accompanied

Stan as she had to last year’s conference in Mesa, Arizona. The kids
stayed at the Sheraton Music City and
the convention was moderately well
attended in spite of the recent trouble.
Country AND Western Music!
While dining in the high-roller
suite Gisele met an interesting

When Gisele & Stan initially checked-in to the Sheraton Music City Hotel
they were accidentally given a room normally reserved for those suffering
from bladder and bowel control problems. The mix-up was quickly corrected.
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couple from York, England. They
are deeply devoted Country music
fans and had been in Nashville for
several weeks taking in all the
sights. But they admitted to Gisele
that they were very disappointed.
They had attended a Vince Gill
concert and had worn their country
best! They were shocked to see
most of the audience in jeans and Tshirts and the star wearing an
FDNY T-shirt! This wasn’t the
country atmosphere they had come
all this way to see!
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Are They Compatible?” UnfortuSOB faculty had complained about
nately, as with the UAA conference, how long it took to be reimbursed
attendance was lower than origifor official travel. Stan opined that
nally planned for and a number of
an SOB credit card could solve this
the more notable guest speakers
problem. Since the Dean’s name
stayed home [Scarredy cats! Ed.].
was Buddy Gaster the concept of
Perpetual party animal Ross Goeres the “GasterCard” came immediately
was also in attendance but his poor to Stan’s twisted mind! Stan made
spouse, Mindy Sue, was stuck back GasterCards for all of the faculty at
in the DC area working and study- the SOB Christmas Party and a very
ing for her doctorate [Stan knows
large card for the boss himself. The
how you feel... Ed.]. One of the
Dean and the rest of the gang
highlights of the trip was dinner at seemed to enjoy it [We’ll see when
the Heaping Bowel & Brew in
you come up for tenure, Ace... Ed.].
bohemian East Atlanta. Stan loved
their Curried Lentil Soup.
Hotlanta!
Fire Drill
December was a topsy-turvy
November meant yet another
The Central Oklahoma Mensa
road trip, this time to Atlanta. Stan month for Stan. The first week of
Christmas Party was the following
December was the last week of
and Gisele attended the Center for
night. Stan & Gisele drove up to
classes for the semester. It was also Oklahoma City and checked into
Inquiry conference. This year’s
time to get ready to go to NBAA
topic was “Science and Religion:
the La Quinta on Northwest Exwhich had been
pressway before changing and
rescheduled for the driving to the party. H. Max
second week of
Hedges, all around nice guy and
December. Unfortu- COM bon vivant, was hosting the
nately, NBAA was event. Stan was also pressed into
the same week as
duty as the hugging judge for the
finals week! So
womenfolk. Stan only got to hug a
Stan and his colfew women before Becky O’Neal’s
leagues had to get
hug nearly crushed his spine and rib
all of their final
cage! Stan declared Becky the winner
examinations ready and retired before he suffered from
well ahead of time permanent nerve damage.
and make arrangeAfter the party Stan & Gisele
ments for proctors. returned to the La Quinta for a quite
Stan had five finals, night of rest before a leisurely
three of which were breakfast and then the three hour
during the time he drive home. Unfortunately, about 45
would be gone.
minutes after they retired for the
But before
night (about 2:00 AM) the fire
NBAA there were alarm woke them up. After about
parties to attend!
one minute the alarm stopped but
The first was the
resumed again after a short pause.
School of Business Stan & Gisele quickly got dressed
(SOB) Christmas
and evacuated the building. Gisele
party on Friday,
sat in the car with her blanky and
th
Sally Kerpchar won a Ronco™ Belgian Do-It- December 7 .
Stan walked the perimeter trying to
Yourself Home Mamography Kit at the Central Earlier in the
determine if there really was a fire.
Oklahoma Mensa Christmas Party! What a lucky gal! semester one of the After the fire department arrived
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they quickly determined that a party
on the sixth floor had gotten out of
hand and that someone discharged a
fire extinguisher in a stair well. This
set off the smoke detectors. After
exhausting the fire extinguisher
fumes the guests were allowed back
into their rooms.
The next morning Stan inquired
about the commotion and asked if
any compensation would be given
due to the 2:00 AM wake-up call.
Nope! [Isn’t it always the same
when dealing with the capitalist
imperialist running dogs and their
lackeys? Ed.] When Stan inquired
further he was told that only those
on the sixth floor (where the disturbance was centered) were getting
any freebies. Stan’s impassioned
explanation that the entire hotel had
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been “disturbed” was met with
to the convention in time for the
indifferent silence [Once again the opening remarks by NBAA PresiMan is trying to keep Stan down!
dent Jack Olcott and August Busch
Ed.]. Stan’s going to write a letter
III. They both spoke about how
[Wright on! Ed.].
important general aviation was to
both industry and the nation despite
Big Easy
the misgivings of some due to the
Stan prepared finals on Sunday September 11th attacks. Then the
and gave two on Monday. Then it
gigantic exhibit hall was opened
was off to New Orleans on Tuesday and the real fun began.
for the delayed NBAA convention!
There were several acres of
Stan departed with his boss, Dr.
floor space dedicated to aircraft and
Dave Conway, and colleagues Dr.
aircraft related products. Stan
Gene Hetsel and George Jacox. Stan almost went into shock from the
had so many papers to grade that he
sensory overload! George almost
started grading on the trip down to
went into shock when he actually
New Orleans. The trip down was
got to meet the reigning Miss.
uneventful and the gang quickly
Louisiana! He tried to sweet talk her
found their hotel; the Marriott Bour- into giving him her phone number
bon Orleans on Bourbon Street.
but she politely had her bodyguards
The next day the gang made it
throw him out of the exhibition hall.

The boys are loose on Bourbon Street! Dr. Gene Hetsel (who was temporally unstuck), Master George Jacox and
the Big Kahuna himself, Dr. Dave Conway, enjoy the continuous party that is Bourbon Street in New Orleans.
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After six or seven hours of fun the
gang decided to retire for the day.
That evening Stan coordinated
with fellow computer geek Sean
Barnes. Stan met Sean when he
worked at the OU Health Sciences
Center computer help desk. Sean
moved back to his ancestral home
of New Orleans and now geeks for
Louisiana State University. Sean
met the gang at the hotel and
whisked them off to a fine eatery
were everyone traded lies and ate
entirely too much food.
The next day the gang completed
walking the last 25% of the exhibit
floor. Dr. Dave met an old navigator
buddy from K.I. Sawyer AFB and
then ran into his old colleague from
Oklahoma State University, Guy
Tatum. The gang returned to the
hotel to rendezvous with SOSU
alum Shelley Mateau. Shelley met
them and then it was off to eat too
much once again. This time it was
too much pasta. After a leisurely
lunch Shelley dropped the gang off at
the hotel. That evening everyone but
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graded still more papers on the way
back and worked on even more later
that night. Saturday was commencement and Stan completed grading
the remainder of his papers that
evening. That only left the final
exams from five classes to grade!
But - since Stan left three of those
exams to be proctored he had no
idea where the completed exams
were! After several hours of phone
calls Stan finally found them and
started to grade. He completed all
grading for all five classes late on
Sunday night. Grades had to be in
to the registrar by noon the next
day. Stan actually beat the deadline
by almost one hour!
George Jacox (left) and Miss LouisiAs the end of the millennial year
ana strike a pose at the NBAA con- nears Stan & Gisele are doing well.
vention. She wisely chose not to give Stan’s trusty 1983 Isuzu now has
George her phone number.
over 240,000 miles on it and Gisele’s
‘93 Honda Accord just tripped
200,000 miles. Stan figures that they
Stan hit Bourbon street. Stan stayed
in his hotel room and graded papers. will have to buy a new car in 2003
Friday morning the gang hit the whether they need one or not.
road again and made it back to
Oklahoma in about ten hours. Stan

This
Old
Garage
by Gödel Escherbach
Well, Stan has finally done it!
Ground was broken this summer on the
“Mother of all Garages.” Stan finally
convinced Gisele that they simply could
not live without a 40’ X 48’ garage/
shop/guesthouse. Stan sealed the deal
with Gisele by designing a reinforced

concrete tornado bunker inside the
building and promising gas heat and
battery and generator back-ups in case
the power goes out. Under constant
pressure Gisele finally relented.
Stan has been dreaming of such a
facility for years and recent tornados

and power outages finally convinced
Gisele that it was worth it. What surprised Stan was how hard it was to
find contractors in Durant to take his
money! Stan went through five concrete contractors before he finally
found one that would actually call him
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back with a bid! After months of
wasted time Stan finally secured a
Utility Room
contractor to begin the concrete work.
Construction finally began in July
with the excavation for the footings.
After pouring the footings a 12” stem
wall was poured around the perimeter
of the building. Next Stan had to place
Dark Room
all of the rough plumbing into place
below the concrete slab floor. Stan 40 ft 0 in
was fortunate to enlist the help of construction co-conspirator Chris
Sennott. Chris is a well known guerilla builder living in his own converted pole barn in Luther, Oklahoma.
Chris visited Stan in October and
they installed most of the drain pipes.
Later Stan installed all of the hot and
cold water supply lines and the main
48 ft 0 in
supply line from the water meter. Stan
also had to install a few hundred feet The 40’ X 48’ building will feature a 40’ X 8’ reinforced concrete tornado
of additional pipe for the heating sys- shelter at its heart with a full bath inside. Stan says, “There is simply no
tem. The heat would be provided via reason not to take a refreshing bath while riding out a severe storm!”
pipes running hot water through the
concrete slab. Finally, warm feet!
Despite almost breaking his leg
in the process of drilling some holes
through the footing Stan managed to
complete all of the subterranean
plumbing by November.
On the coldest day of the year it
was finally time to pour the slab. The
crew worked quickly to pour all of
the concrete (4.5 trucks worth), finish
it and cover it before it started to sleet.
Fortunately, the weather eased and the
slab is in good shape. As this edition of
the BRG goes to press the forms for
the tornado bunker are in place and the
bunker should be poured soon!

Drugs in Durant
The drug problem in Durant became even more acute when a local
dealer began to brazenly sell crack cocaine from a store on busy First Ave.
The sign on the store clearly indicates
that the establishment will buy and
sell crack (see photo at left).

The establishment claims to be a
“produce” store but is intuitively obvious even to the most casual observer
that this is no normal produce store.
The “produce store” owner “cracked”
a joke about being unavailable for an
interview. Ha ha ha. We get it.
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Gödel Escherbach Goes

INSIDE Al QAIDA
by Rex Mundi

BRNT President for Life Gödel E. Qa’ida Suggestion Program to make Schwarzenegger. The objective was
Escherbach recently returned from a suggestions that would at first appear to demoralize Arnold and prevent him
covert mission which he can only now dastardly and diabolical but ulti- from rescuing the United States from
begin to describe. This reporter was mately be futile or (dare I say it?) international terrorism. Apparently
fortunate enough to win a hand of humorous and embarrassing.
the Al Qa’ida leadership actually bepoker with the President for Life some
The PfL took the best of the worst lieves Schwarzenegger is a Terminayears ago and took this opportunity from the CIA’s Big Book of Dirty tor; 2.) A covert depilatory pill disto call in his marker. This was how Tricks (available through the U.S. guised as Viagra was to be made
this reporter earned the right to listen Government Printing Office) and sub- available to U.S. Senators and Conto the President for Life’s harrowing tly modified these dastardly dirty gressmen. The objective was to cause
tale and report it to you.
tricks to appeal to sub-human mutants these politicians to lose all their body
Over the past ten years the PfL like the Al Qa’ida.
hair. It was hoped that the people of
has been slowly working his way into
Among the PfL’s initial sugges- the United States would then lose all
the inner circle of the Al Qa’ida ter- tions were: 1.) Use of the infamous faith in their elected leaders. Again,
ror network. After beginning as a CIA exploding cigar (which worked the Al Qa’ida leadership believes that
lowly stable boy removing camel and so well on Fidel Castro) which was a world leaders only claim to rule is
donkey dung from Al Qa’ida stables to
be
given
to
Arnold based on the length of their beard; 3.)
in Afghanistan he worked his
Perhaps the most distasteful plot
way up the chain until he was
hatched by the PfL was the inin the innermost of the inner
famous flaming bag of poop
circle. Unfortunately, as the
which the PfL suggested be left
President for Life later deterat 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. The
mined, this was only the inner
Al Qa’ida spent a great deal of
circle of the ruthless Al Qa’ida
money for research to determine
stable-boy network.
what type of poop and which
Nevertheless, the President
type of bag would make the best
for Life was able to train with
flaming bag of poop weapons.
and gain insights from some of
Certainly the most dastardly
the Al Qa’ida leaders. The PfL
plot hatched by one of the
states that while he was given
President for Life’s suggestraining in various of the deadly
tions was the massive conarts it was nothing that he didn’t
spiracy to snatch the world faalready know from his misspent
mous “World’s Largest Peayouth on the rough streets of
nut” from sleepy little Durant,
Happy Acres.
Oklahoma! While the PfL
While trying to remain unnaturally thought that this
der cover the President for Life
prank would both bankrupt the
did his level best to lead the Al The President for Life is shown here in a picture Al Qa’ida as well as discredit
Qa’ida leadership astray. The from his Al Qa’ida Stable-Boy graduation cer- them, he never thought that
PfL often used the Official Al emony. He remained under cover for over ten years. they would come so close to
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TIME
FOR SHAME

The TIME Magazine Cover
You Never Saw

The President for Life and Blue Blazer Regular Steve Coyle lie in wait and
then attack Al Qa’ida forces attempting to steal the World’s Largest Peanut
in front of City Hall in Durant, Oklahoma. The plot was foiled through the
diligent undercover efforts of the President for Life. Of course, it was the
President for Life’s idea to steal the peanut in the first place...

succeeding or thought through the
consequences of what their success
would mean to Oklahomans, the
United States, and the Local Legume League.
Fortunately, the plot was ultimately foiled through the diligence
of the local constabulary and by the
President for Life himself. At great
risk to his own safety the PfL leaked
news of the imminent attack on the

large legume and then covertly
made his way to deepest darkest
Durant to ensure that the plot was
indeed foiled.
The President for Life had several local minions and some Blue
Blazer Regulars to call on. Minion
Steve Coyle, normally one of the
President for Life’s personal bodyguards, accompanied the PfL on this
dangerous and harrowing mission.

BRNT As the year 2001 drew to a
close the annual media frenzy over
Time magazine’s choice of “Person
of the Year” came to a head. The top
two contenders, Usama bin Laden and
Rudy Giuliani, could not have been
more opposite from each other; one
personifying good and the other evil.
But lost amid the hubbub was the obvious people’s choice which never saw
the light of day: Gödel E. Escherbach.
While Escherbach may not be a
household name in the United States
that is not to say that he is universally
unknown. Most anywhere you go
around the globe - with the obvious
exception of the self-obsessed USA the President for Life of the Banana
Republic is both well known and
highly regarded. Seen by many as
both a man of the people and as a wise
statesman the chameleon-like Escherbach seems to be universally respected and loved.
Recently it was revealed that the
President for Life, unlike every
other world leader, took an active
part in the fight against Al Qa’ida
by working under cover in Afghanistan. This, along with his universal
appeal, is why it is so troubling that
Gödel Escherbach was never seriously in the running for Time’s Person of the Year.
As a public service the Banana
Republic Gazette has taken the liberty of devoting its entire back cover
to show you what the Time Magazine
Person of the Year issue for 2001
should have looked like.
Long live the President for Life!
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